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Abstract
We introduce a reinforcement learning environment based on
Heroic - Magic Duel, a 1 v 1 action strategy game. This do-
main is non-trivial for several reasons: it is a real-time game,
the state space is large, the information given to the player be-
fore and at each step of a match is imperfect, and distribution
of actions is dynamic.
Our main contribution is a deep reinforcement learning agent
playing the game at a competitive level that we trained using
PPO and self-play with multiple competing agents, employ-
ing only a simple reward of ±1 depending on the outcome of
a single match. Our best self-play agent, obtains around 65%
win rate against the existing AI and over 50%win rate against
a top human player.
Introduction
Deep reinforcement learning for games has become an
exciting area of research in the last years, proving suc-
cessful, among others, in Atari games (Mnih et al. 2013;
2015), in the games of Go and chess (Silver et al. 2016;
2017a; 2017b; 2018) leading to major progress in the com-
plex real-time game environments of Dota 2 (OpenAI et al.
2019) and StarCraft 2 (Vinyals et al. 2017; 2019).
Inspired by the recent advances, we tackle a new rein-
forcement learning environment based on the video game
Heroic - Magic Duel1. The game combines elements of a
card game and a real-time strategy game. Heroic has been
downloaded over a million times since it launched in June
2019, and more than half a million matches are being played
per day at the time of writing.
The players create custom decks consisting of cards that
they will play against each other in a live match which usu-
ally lasts between 2 and 3 minutes. It is played 1 v 1, in
real-time, on a symmetrical battlefield that separates your
castle from the opponent’s. Players take actions by playing
cards in order to deploy units on the battlefield, which fight
the opponent’s units with the goal of destroying their castle.
In addition to deploying units, players have an additional ac-
tion available to them - casting spells. These usually affect
Copyright c© 2020, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.
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Figure 1: Game screen. The yellow dashed arrow represents
the card casting mechanics.
units in some way and are purely limited by the fact that once
you use them - they cannot be cast again for a period of time
(they are on “cooldown”). In addition to this, deploying units
uses a specific resource (mana) which refreshes over time -
meaning that if a certain unit is deployed, another one cannot
be deployed for a certain period afterwards.
There are several reasons why this domain is non-trivial.
First of all, it is a real-time game with a considerable state
space, since there is a number of different units in the game
and coordinates on every lane are expressed in floating point
precision. Secondly, the information given is imperfect both
before and at the time of the game. More concretely, the
decks that both players use in a match are a priori unknown
and at any time of the match neither player knows which
cards are currently available to the opponent. Moreover, be-
cause of the aforementioned cooldown and mana, taking any
action has an intrinsic cost of limiting further action use for
a time.
As the main contribution of this paper, we trained a deep
reinforcement learning agent playing the game at a compet-
itive level via self-play and proximal policy optimization al-
gorithm (Schulman et al. 2017), using only a simple reward
of ±1 depending on the outcome of a single match. The
agent is robust to both different strategies and decks used.
Following (Bansal et al. 2017) in the learning process the
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agent is competing against an ensemble of policies trained
in parallel and, moreover, before every match the decks of
both the agent and the opponent are randomly sampled from
a pool of decks. With such distribution of decks our best
self-play agent has achieved around 65%win rate against the
existing AI and 50% win rate against a top human player.
In the following we further elaborate on the parts that we
found crucial for our work.
The game offers plenty of visual information, which
makes it challenging to learn a policy from pure pixels. Sim-
ilarly to (Vinyals et al. 2017), we represent the spatial state
of the game by constructing low resolution grids of features,
which contain positions of different units on the map and use
it together with the non-spatial information as the observa-
tion.
As for the value network we adopt the Atari-net architec-
ture appearing in (Vinyals et al. 2017) in the context of Star-
Craft 2. Regarding the policy network we initially started
with the same baseline, which did not give us good results.
We upgraded the policy by adding more flexibility to spatial
actions. The change is twofold. First, we condition the spa-
tial action on the selected action in the network head instead
of sampling it independently of the selected action. Second,
we output a single spatial action instead of sampling its co-
ordinates separately. We found that these modifications im-
proved the results by a substantial margin. In their imple-
mentation we make use of the fact that the action space and
the discretized representation of the map is not very large.
Through experiments we found that the version of the
game that involves spells is considerably more complex. Our
hypothesis is that this is because they are usually required to
be cast with more precision and it is often more desired to
save a spell for later than to cast it immediately.
We test several training curricula including playing
against existing AI and via self-play, where the agent is
trained against an ensemble of policies that are being trained
in parallel (Bansal et al. 2017). To measure the perfor-
mance we test the agent against two AI systems: rule-based
and tree-search based. We also measure performance of the
agent against a top 95th percentile human player.
It is crucial to skip meaningless no-op actions in the ex-
periments. Most of the time during a match no action is
available, which makes no-op action useless from the strate-
gical point of view and impacts the learning. We resolve this
issue by returning the state only when there is a non-trivial
action available.
Related Work
In this section we elaborate on the work related to the pa-
per, namely, deep reinforcement learning agents, proximal
policy optimization, self-play, representation of spatial in-
formation in games as feature layers and passive no-op ac-
tions.
There has been a lot of progress in the area of deep rein-
forcement learning in games which started several years ago
with agents obtaining superhuman level of performance in
arcade games (Mnih et al. 2015; 2016). Such approach, com-
bined with tree-search techniques and self-play, also proved
successful in complex board games (Silver et al. 2016;
2017a; 2017b; 2018). Most recently deep reinforcement
learning agents playing real-time strategy games beat top
professional human players (OpenAI et al. 2019; Vinyals et
al. 2019).
Proximal policy optimization (PPO) introduced in (Schul-
man et al. 2017) is a popular on-policy algorithm in the re-
inforcement learning community due to its performance and
simplicity. It was successfully used recently for training a
neural network that beat top Dota 2 players (OpenAI et al.
2019). PPO is often combined with generalized advantage
estimation (GAE) from (Schulman et al. 2015).
Deep reinforcement learning agents for competitive
games are usually trained via self-play (Silver et al. 2018;
OpenAI et al. 2019) or combining self-play with imitation
learning (Vinyals et al. 2019). In order to provide a variety
of strategies, it has become popular to train multiple com-
peting agents in parallel (Bansal et al. 2017; Vinyals et al.
2019).
In order to simplify the input of policy and value net-
works while still preserving the crucial spatial information,
(Vinyals et al. 2017) use low resolution grids of features cor-
responding, among other things, to positions of various types
of units on the game map and their properties. Such grids are
then fed into a convolutional layer of a neural network in the
form of a tensor with multiple channels together with the
non-spatial information. Subsequently, the processed fea-
ture layers and the non-spatial component are combined
(for example via flattening and concatenation) and fed into
the head of the policy network, which outputs a probabil-
ity distribution over actions. It is also worth noting that fea-
ture layers representing the positions of chess pieces at sev-
eral past timesteps were also used in (Silver et al. 2017a;
2017b).
The authors of (Oh et al. 2019) encountered a related is-
sue concerning no-op actions, when no other action can be
executed. Although they tackle a quite different problem,
namely a real-time fighting game, similarly as in our case
they resolve it by skipping passive no-op actions.
The Heroic Environment
In this section we present details of the environment based
on Heroic - Magic Duel. In particular, we describe the game
itself and introduce the observation and the action space of
the reinforcement learning environment used throughout the
paper. Finally, we give some technical details on the imple-
mentation of the system.
Game Details
Overview of the Game The map where the match hap-
pens fits onto one screen of a mobile phone, see Figure 1.
Map is symmetrical, consisting of a battlefield which sepa-
rates two castles, blue belonging to the left player, and red
belonging to the right player. It is itself split into 3 separate
lanes. Lanes are separate parallel linear battlefields which all
start at one castle and end at the other. All lanes have access
to the enemy castle at the end of it. The goal is to destroy the
enemy castle.
Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the game mechanics (left)
and diagram of attack dependencies (right).
Cards and Units Before the match, the player selects a
deck of 12 cards to be used during the match out of the total
of 56 possible cards that exist in the game. At the time of the
match, players play their cards at a desired location on the
map, effectively spawning the units there.
Card Action Casting During the match, the players will
spend mana to play cards from their hand in order to cast
units onto the battlefield. They start the match with 4 cards
in their hand, and periodically draw one more card to refill it
from the deck. Player’s current hand is represented as cards
at the bottom of the screen, see Figure 1. The deck holds an
infinite supply of cards in the ratio that is determined by the
12 cards they previously selected. In order to be able to play
a certain card, they will need to pay the cost in mana. The
mana is a resource which slowly refills up until it reaches
the mana cap - which is the limit of mana supply the current
player can hold. Each player starts the match with no mana,
and a mana cap of 2. Mana cap increases at the same pace as
drawing of cards does - meaning that more expensive cards
can be played only at later stages of the match. Due to the
fact that mana can be capped (and thus not refill until it is
spent by playing of a card), and that hand can be capped by
a maximum of 5 cards - (and thus not refill with a new card,
until one is spent), there is a pressure to keep playing actions
in order to use the steady flow of resources optimally, see
Figure 2.
To play a card, players drag it from their hand to the po-
sition where they want to cast it on the map. Once the card
is cast, the unit corresponding to the card appears and the
card is removed from the hand. The unit automatically starts
moving towards the opponent’s castle (e.g. if the left player
casts the card, the unit will start moving towards the right
end of the lane). A card can be cast only between one’s own
castle and the closest opponent unit on the given lane, but no
further than the furthest friendly unit on any of the 3 lanes,
and no further than half-length of the lane. This means at the
start of the match players can only cast units at their castle.
For example, in Figure 1, the left player is playing his card
by dragging it on the bottom lane. Additionally, he has four
other cards in his hand, one of them is fully available, while
the other three require more mana.
Unit Intrinsic Behavior A unit on the battlefield automat-
ically moves towards the opponent castle. If it manages to
get to the end of the lane it starts attacking the opponent cas-
tle, lowering its health points. If any player’s castle hit points
reach 0, that player loses the match, and their opponent wins
the match. Units can only move within, and interact with
enemies that are in the same lane as that unit. If the moving
unit encounters an opposing unit on the way to the enemy
castle it will start attacking this opposing unit, attempting to
destroy it by depleting it of health points in order to proceed
towards the goal - this is how units “fight” each other. Speed
and fighting abilities are determined by the game (and spec-
ified on the card that was used to cast that unit) - the player
cannot influence any of them after the card is cast. Fighting
abilities of the unit are determined by a number properties,
such as its range, type of attack, and any special abilities it
might have. Certain unit types are good against certain types
of units, but lose to others. This gives the choice of which
units to cast the dimension of a rock-paper-scissors problem.
For example, Figure 2 shows that units that have a splash
attack - attack which hits multiple enemies at once - are good
against units which consist of many weak enemies, which
are the “swarm” archetype. These are strong against melee
type - the most basic units which attack one enemy at a time
in close range. Melee type is normally good against ranged
units - but this interaction can depend on how each unit is
placed. Ranged units are again good against splash units as
splash units are generally slow moving, and do not do great
against single targets. Additionally, since ranged and swarm
units have low hit points (they are easily defeated when at-
tacked), they are generally weak against aggressive spells.
Spells In addition to preparing their decks of cards, players
choose 2 spells out of a total of 25 to be available to them to
use during the match. Spells are special actions that require
no mana to be played, but once played cannot be cast for a
set period of time - the spell is on cooldown. Spells have a
variety of effects, usually affecting units in some way. For
example, they can lower the opponent units’ health points in
an area where they are cast or make one’s own units stronger.
Spell actions are generally more powerful but less frequently
available than casting unit actions, and correct use can swing
the match in one’s favor. The spells that are available to be
cast from the interface are represented as hexagons above
the player’s hand of cards on the game screen, see Figure 1.
Spell Action Casting The player can select any of the
available spells and place it at any location on the map. Once
the spell is cast, the special action happens, which lasts up to
couple of seconds. Spells take effect only in a certain range.
There are no restrictions on when a spell can be cast, but
once it is, it is on cooldown - meaning it cannot be cast again
for a period of 25 - 60 seconds, the length of the cooldown is
the property of the spell itself and is enforced by the game,
see Figure 2.
Reinforcement Learning Environment
In this subsection we present specifications of the reinforce-
ment learning environment that we used in the experiments.
We start by introducing some necessary setup.
Let U = 56 be the total number of units in the game, let
L = 3 be the number of lanes. We discretize each lane by
splitting it into D = 10 bins of equal length. Let S = 25
be the number of available spells. Let A = U + S + 1, be
the total number of actions in the game, i.e. the total number
of units (since it is equal to the number of cards), the total
number of spells plus no-op action. We index the unit type,
lanes, discretization bins on every lane and the actions with
the sets2 [U ], [L], [D] and [A], respectively.
Observations We represent an observation as pair
(os, ons), where os is the spatial and ons the non-spatial
component, respectively.
The spatial component os is a tensor of shapeD×L×2U
where for u ∈ [U ] the value of os(d, l, u) is the sum of health
(in percent) of own units of type u on lane l whose position
on the lane falls into the d-th bin of the discretization and for
u ∈ [2U ] \ [U ] it is the sum of health of opponent’s units of
type u− U at the same d, l.
The non-spatial component ons is a vector of lengthA+3,
where for a ∈ [A], ons(a) is the number of seconds till the
action a is available. If this time is not known, there are two
possibilities. The first one is that the action is available in
the match, but the time-till-available is unknown. For such
actions we set a default large positive value. The other possi-
bility is that the action is not available in the current match,
in this case we set a default negative value. The last three co-
ordinates of ons correspond to own castle health, opponent’s
castle health and elapsed match time, respectively.
Actions We represent an action as triple (a, x, y), where
a ∈ [A] is the selected action type and y ∈ [L], x ∈ [D]
are the lane and the position on the lane where the action
should be executed. We refer to a as the non-spatial action
and (x, y) as the spatial action. Note that in the case of no-
op action x, y coordinates are irrelevant. Nevertheless, we
do not give this action any special treatment.
Reward Throughout the experiments we give the agent re-
ward of +1 if it wins and −1 if it gets defeated. We also use
discounted returns with parameter 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1.
Technical Details In this part we provide some details of
the implementation of the match simulation. Heroic - Magic
Duel game has clear separation of game view, which is used
for displaying the match, and simulation, which is used to
simulate matches. We extract simulation part to a service
that is able to run multiple matches concurrently. Given that
match mechanics are deterministic, i.e. a discrete time step
is used, it is possible to simulate the entire match in only
a fraction of real match time. During training, agent sends
its action to the service, then service applies given action
and simulates the match up to the point where agent can act
again, and finally returns observation back to the agent.
Reinforcement Learning Agent
In this section we introduce the policy and the value net-
works that we use as well as their updates during training.
Let A := [A] be the set of all possible non-spatial actions
in the game, Acard ⊂ A be the set of card actions together
with no-op action and let Aspell ⊂ A be the spell actions
together with no-op action. Moreover, let O be the set of all
observations.
2For any natural number n, we set [n] := {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}.
Policy Network
Concat
Conv FCN
FCN FCN
Softmax Softmax Softmax Softmax
ons
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zaspell
<latexit sha1_base64="EPX2QXmSHtZ/3T8on/+q4BRCnaA=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5CRbBVUlE0GXRjcsK9gFtCJPpTTt08mDmRmxD8FfcuFDErf/hzr9x2mahrQcuHM65l3vv8RPBFdr2t1FaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3z P2DlopTyaDJYhHLjk8VCB5BEzkK6CQSaOgLaPujm6nffgCpeBzd4zgBN6SDiAecUdSSZx5NvIx6WQ/hETOVgBB5nntm1a7ZM1jLxClIlRRoeOZXrx+zNIQImaBKdR07QTejEjkTkFd6qYKEshEdQFfTiIag3Gx2fW6daqVvBbHUFaE1U39PZDRUahz6ujOkOFSL3lT8z+umGFy5GY+SFCFi80VBKiyMrWkUVp9LYCjGmlAmub7VYkMqKUMdWEWH4Cy+vExa5zXHrjl3F9X6dRFHmRyTE3JGHHJJ6uSWNEiTMDIhz+SVvBlPxovxbnzMW0tGMXNI/sD4/AH/XZY1</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EPX2QXmSHtZ/3T8on/+q4BRCnaA=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5CRbBVUlE0GXRjcsK9gFtCJPpTTt08mDmRmxD8FfcuFDErf/hzr9x2mahrQcuHM65l3vv8RPBFdr2t1FaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3z P2DlopTyaDJYhHLjk8VCB5BEzkK6CQSaOgLaPujm6nffgCpeBzd4zgBN6SDiAecUdSSZx5NvIx6WQ/hETOVgBB5nntm1a7ZM1jLxClIlRRoeOZXrx+zNIQImaBKdR07QTejEjkTkFd6qYKEshEdQFfTiIag3Gx2fW6daqVvBbHUFaE1U39PZDRUahz6ujOkOFSL3lT8z+umGFy5GY+SFCFi80VBKiyMrWkUVp9LYCjGmlAmub7VYkMqKUMdWEWH4Cy+vExa5zXHrjl3F9X6dRFHmRyTE3JGHHJJ6uSWNEiTMDIhz+SVvBlPxovxbnzMW0tGMXNI/sD4/AH/XZY1</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EPX2QXmSHtZ/3T8on/+q4BRCnaA=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5CRbBVUlE0GXRjcsK9gFtCJPpTTt08mDmRmxD8FfcuFDErf/hzr9x2mahrQcuHM65l3vv8RPBFdr2t1FaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3z P2DlopTyaDJYhHLjk8VCB5BEzkK6CQSaOgLaPujm6nffgCpeBzd4zgBN6SDiAecUdSSZx5NvIx6WQ/hETOVgBB5nntm1a7ZM1jLxClIlRRoeOZXrx+zNIQImaBKdR07QTejEjkTkFd6qYKEshEdQFfTiIag3Gx2fW6daqVvBbHUFaE1U39PZDRUahz6ujOkOFSL3lT8z+umGFy5GY+SFCFi80VBKiyMrWkUVp9LYCjGmlAmub7VYkMqKUMdWEWH4Cy+vExa5zXHrjl3F9X6dRFHmRyTE3JGHHJJ6uSWNEiTMDIhz+SVvBlPxovxbnzMW0tGMXNI/sD4/AH/XZY1</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EPX2QXmSHtZ/3T8on/+q4BRCnaA=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5CRbBVUlE0GXRjcsK9gFtCJPpTTt08mDmRmxD8FfcuFDErf/hzr9x2mahrQcuHM65l3vv8RPBFdr2t1FaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3z P2DlopTyaDJYhHLjk8VCB5BEzkK6CQSaOgLaPujm6nffgCpeBzd4zgBN6SDiAecUdSSZx5NvIx6WQ/hETOVgBB5nntm1a7ZM1jLxClIlRRoeOZXrx+zNIQImaBKdR07QTejEjkTkFd6qYKEshEdQFfTiIag3Gx2fW6daqVvBbHUFaE1U39PZDRUahz6ujOkOFSL3lT8z+umGFy5GY+SFCFi80VBKiyMrWkUVp9LYCjGmlAmub7VYkMqKUMdWEWH4Cy+vExa5zXHrjl3F9X6dRFHmRyTE3JGHHJJ6uSWNEiTMDIhz+SVvBlPxovxbnzMW0tGMXNI/sD4/AH/XZY1</latexit>
aspell
<latexit sha1_base64="3U9n+/+bDmU6pBXF39E6mhXyvXs=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfkAbwmY7aZduPtidFEvIP/HiQRGv/hNv/hu3bQ7a+mDg8d4MM/OCVAqNjvNtra1vbG5tV3aqu3v7B4f 20XFbJ5ni0OKJTFQ3YBqkiKGFAiV0UwUsCiR0gvHdzO9MQGmRxI84TcGL2DAWoeAMjeTbNvPzPsIT5joFKYvCt2tO3ZmDrhK3JDVSounbX/1BwrMIYuSSad1znRS9nCkUXEJR7WcaUsbHbAg9Q2MWgfby+eUFPTfKgIaJMhUjnau/J3IWaT2NAtMZMRzpZW8m/uf1MgxvvFzEaYYQ88WiMJMUEzqLgQ6EAo5yagjjSphbKR8xxTiasKomBHf55VXSvqy7Tt19uKo1bss4KuSUnJEL4pJr0iD3pElahJMJeSav5M3KrRfr3fpYtK5Z5cwJ+QPr8weLBJQ8</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3U9n+/+bDmU6pBXF39E6mhXyvXs=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfkAbwmY7aZduPtidFEvIP/HiQRGv/hNv/hu3bQ7a+mDg8d4MM/OCVAqNjvNtra1vbG5tV3aqu3v7B4f 20XFbJ5ni0OKJTFQ3YBqkiKGFAiV0UwUsCiR0gvHdzO9MQGmRxI84TcGL2DAWoeAMjeTbNvPzPsIT5joFKYvCt2tO3ZmDrhK3JDVSounbX/1BwrMIYuSSad1znRS9nCkUXEJR7WcaUsbHbAg9Q2MWgfby+eUFPTfKgIaJMhUjnau/J3IWaT2NAtMZMRzpZW8m/uf1MgxvvFzEaYYQ88WiMJMUEzqLgQ6EAo5yagjjSphbKR8xxTiasKomBHf55VXSvqy7Tt19uKo1bss4KuSUnJEL4pJr0iD3pElahJMJeSav5M3KrRfr3fpYtK5Z5cwJ+QPr8weLBJQ8</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3U9n+/+bDmU6pBXF39E6mhXyvXs=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfkAbwmY7aZduPtidFEvIP/HiQRGv/hNv/hu3bQ7a+mDg8d4MM/OCVAqNjvNtra1vbG5tV3aqu3v7B4f 20XFbJ5ni0OKJTFQ3YBqkiKGFAiV0UwUsCiR0gvHdzO9MQGmRxI84TcGL2DAWoeAMjeTbNvPzPsIT5joFKYvCt2tO3ZmDrhK3JDVSounbX/1BwrMIYuSSad1znRS9nCkUXEJR7WcaUsbHbAg9Q2MWgfby+eUFPTfKgIaJMhUjnau/J3IWaT2NAtMZMRzpZW8m/uf1MgxvvFzEaYYQ88WiMJMUEzqLgQ6EAo5yagjjSphbKR8xxTiasKomBHf55VXSvqy7Tt19uKo1bss4KuSUnJEL4pJr0iD3pElahJMJeSav5M3KrRfr3fpYtK5Z5cwJ+QPr8weLBJQ8</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3U9n+/+bDmU6pBXF39E6mhXyvXs=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfkAbwmY7aZduPtidFEvIP/HiQRGv/hNv/hu3bQ7a+mDg8d4MM/OCVAqNjvNtra1vbG5tV3aqu3v7B4f 20XFbJ5ni0OKJTFQ3YBqkiKGFAiV0UwUsCiR0gvHdzO9MQGmRxI84TcGL2DAWoeAMjeTbNvPzPsIT5joFKYvCt2tO3ZmDrhK3JDVSounbX/1BwrMIYuSSad1znRS9nCkUXEJR7WcaUsbHbAg9Q2MWgfby+eUFPTfKgIaJMhUjnau/J3IWaT2NAtMZMRzpZW8m/uf1MgxvvFzEaYYQ88WiMJMUEzqLgQ6EAo5yagjjSphbKR8xxTiasKomBHf55VXSvqy7Tt19uKo1bss4KuSUnJEL4pJr0iD3pElahJMJeSav5M3KrRfr3fpYtK5Z5cwJ+QPr8weLBJQ8</latexit>
Concat
Conv FCN
FCN
ons
<latexit sha1_base64="+kh2FRe+o+X6jmisq6TQcqPGfjo=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewa8XELevEYwTwgWcLsZDYZMzuzzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/42yyiBoLGoqqbrq7gpgzbVz30yksLa+srhXXSxubW9s75d29lpaJIrRJJJeqE2BNORO0aZjhtBMriqOA03 Ywvs789gNVmklxZyYx9SM8FCxkBBsrtWQ/FXraL1fcqjsDWiReTiqQo9Evf/QGkiQRFYZwrHXXc2Pjp1gZRjidlnqJpjEmYzykXUsFjqj209m1U3RklQEKpbIlDJqpPydSHGk9iQLbGWEz0n+9TPzP6yYmvPBTJuLEUEHmi8KEIyNR9joaMEWJ4RNLMFHM3orICCtMjA2oNAvhMsPZ98uLpHVS9WrV2u1ppX6Vx1GEAziEY/DgHOpwAw1oAoF7eIRneHGk8+S8Om/z1oKTz+zDLzjvXw13j5Q=</latexit>
os
<latexit sha1_base64="XVh5bqGyzQTH4l4sOP3cNHGx/GY=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKWyM+LgFvXiMaB6QLGF2Mps MmZ1ZZmaFsOQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cXaziBoLGoqqbrq7/IgzbVz30yksLa+srhXXSxubW9s75d29tpaxIrRFJJeq62NNORO0ZZjhtBspikOf044/uU79zgNVmklxb6YR9UI8EixgBBsr3cmBHpQrbtXNgBZJLScVyNEclD/6Q0nikApDONa6V3Mj4yVYGUY4nZX6saYRJhM8oj1LBQ6p9pLs 1Bk6ssoQBVLZEgZl6s+JBIdaT0PfdobYjPVfLxX/83qxCS68hIkoNlSQ+aIg5shIlP6NhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2PTKWUhXKY4+355kbRPqrV6tX57Wmlc5XEU4QAO4RhqcA4NuIEmtIDACB7hGV4c7jw5r87bvLXg5DP78AvO+xd6yo4Q</latexit>
v
<latexit sha1_base64="Y1VFGg6QQHrr//k/0PvW2lPMVyo=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N4US+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEto Px/dxvT1BpHstHM03Qj+hQ8pAzaqzUmPTLFbfqLkDWiZeTCuSo98tfvUHM0gilYYJq3fXcxPgZVYYzgbNSL9WYUDamQ+xaKmmE2s8Wh87IhVUGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImpFe9ebif143NeGtn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkwFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwkZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppXVU9t+o1riu1uzyOIpzBOVyCBzdQgweoQxMYIDzDK7w5T86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A4zGM+g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y1VFGg6QQHrr//k/0PvW2lPMVyo=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N4US+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEto Px/dxvT1BpHstHM03Qj+hQ8pAzaqzUmPTLFbfqLkDWiZeTCuSo98tfvUHM0gilYYJq3fXcxPgZVYYzgbNSL9WYUDamQ+xaKmmE2s8Wh87IhVUGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImpFe9ebif143NeGtn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkwFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwkZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppXVU9t+o1riu1uzyOIpzBOVyCBzdQgweoQxMYIDzDK7w5T86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A4zGM+g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y1VFGg6QQHrr//k/0PvW2lPMVyo=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N4US+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEto Px/dxvT1BpHstHM03Qj+hQ8pAzaqzUmPTLFbfqLkDWiZeTCuSo98tfvUHM0gilYYJq3fXcxPgZVYYzgbNSL9WYUDamQ+xaKmmE2s8Wh87IhVUGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImpFe9ebif143NeGtn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkwFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwkZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppXVU9t+o1riu1uzyOIpzBOVyCBzdQgweoQxMYIDzDK7w5T86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A4zGM+g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y1VFGg6QQHrr//k/0PvW2lPMVyo=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N4US+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEto Px/dxvT1BpHstHM03Qj+hQ8pAzaqzUmPTLFbfqLkDWiZeTCuSo98tfvUHM0gilYYJq3fXcxPgZVYYzgbNSL9WYUDamQ+xaKmmE2s8Wh87IhVUGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImpFe9ebif143NeGtn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkwFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwkZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppXVU9t+o1riu1uzyOIpzBOVyCBzdQgweoQxMYIDzDK7w5T86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A4zGM+g==</latexit>
Concat
Conv FCN
FCN
Softmax Softmax
ons
<latexit sha1_base64="+kh2FRe+o+X6jmisq6TQcqPGfjo=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKewa8XELevEYwTwgWcLsZDY ZMzuzzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/42yyiBoLGoqqbrq7gpgzbVz30yksLa+srhXXSxubW9s75d29lpaJIrRJJJeqE2BNORO0aZjhtBMriqOA03Ywvs789gNVmklxZyYx9SM8FCxkBBsrtWQ/FXraL1fcqjsDWiReTiqQo9Evf/QGkiQRFYZwrHXXc2Pjp1gZRjidlnqJpjEmYzykXUsFjqj2 09m1U3RklQEKpbIlDJqpPydSHGk9iQLbGWEz0n+9TPzP6yYmvPBTJuLEUEHmi8KEIyNR9joaMEWJ4RNLMFHM3orICCtMjA2oNAvhMsPZ98uLpHVS9WrV2u1ppX6Vx1GEAziEY/DgHOpwAw1oAoF7eIRneHGk8+S8Om/z1oKTz+zDLzjvXw13j5Q=</latexit>
os
<latexit sha1_base64="XVh5bqGyzQTH4l4sOP3cNHGx/GY=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKWyM+LgFvXiMaB6QLGF2Mps MmZ1ZZmaFsOQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cXaziBoLGoqqbrq7/IgzbVz30yksLa+srhXXSxubW9s75d29tpaxIrRFJJeq62NNORO0ZZjhtBspikOf044/uU79zgNVmklxb6YR9UI8EixgBBsr3cmBHpQrbtXNgBZJLScVyNEclD/6Q0nikApDONa6V3Mj4yVYGUY4nZX6saYRJhM8oj1LBQ6p9pLs 1Bk6ssoQBVLZEgZl6s+JBIdaT0PfdobYjPVfLxX/83qxCS68hIkoNlSQ+aIg5shIlP6NhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2PTKWUhXKY4+355kbRPqrV6tX57Wmlc5XEU4QAO4RhqcA4NuIEmtIDACB7hGV4c7jw5r87bvLXg5DP78AvO+xd6yo4Q</latexit>
za
<latexit sha1_base64="VNhU7ih1DyP2Q9QzY07A9JxVHWY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN 2N0IN/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3H1FpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0/9Sn/XLFrbpzkFXi5aQCORr98ldvELM0QmmYoFp3PTcxfkaV4UzgtNRLNSaUjekQu5ZKGqH2s/mpU3JmlQEJY2V LGjJXf09kNNJ6EgW2M6JmpJe9mfif101NeOVnXCapQckWi8JUEBOT2d9kwBUyIyaWUKa4vZWwEVWUGZtOyYbgLb+8SloXVc+teneXlfp1HkcRTuAUzsGDGtThFhrQBAZDeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox+L1oKTzxzDHzifP1d8jdI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VNhU7ih1DyP2Q9QzY07A9JxVHWY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN 2N0IN/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3H1FpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0/9Sn/XLFrbpzkFXi5aQCORr98ldvELM0QmmYoFp3PTcxfkaV4UzgtNRLNSaUjekQu5ZKGqH2s/mpU3JmlQEJY2V LGjJXf09kNNJ6EgW2M6JmpJe9mfif101NeOVnXCapQckWi8JUEBOT2d9kwBUyIyaWUKa4vZWwEVWUGZtOyYbgLb+8SloXVc+teneXlfp1HkcRTuAUzsGDGtThFhrQBAZDeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox+L1oKTzxzDHzifP1d8jdI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VNhU7ih1DyP2Q9QzY07A9JxVHWY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN 2N0IN/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3H1FpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0/9Sn/XLFrbpzkFXi5aQCORr98ldvELM0QmmYoFp3PTcxfkaV4UzgtNRLNSaUjekQu5ZKGqH2s/mpU3JmlQEJY2V LGjJXf09kNNJ6EgW2M6JmpJe9mfif101NeOVnXCapQckWi8JUEBOT2d9kwBUyIyaWUKa4vZWwEVWUGZtOyYbgLb+8SloXVc+teneXlfp1HkcRTuAUzsGDGtThFhrQBAZDeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox+L1oKTzxzDHzifP1d8jdI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VNhU7ih1DyP2Q9QzY07A9JxVHWY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN 2N0IN/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4Zua3H1FpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqx0/9Sn/XLFrbpzkFXi5aQCORr98ldvELM0QmmYoFp3PTcxfkaV4UzgtNRLNSaUjekQu5ZKGqH2s/mpU3JmlQEJY2V LGjJXf09kNNJ6EgW2M6JmpJe9mfif101NeOVnXCapQckWi8JUEBOT2d9kwBUyIyaWUKa4vZWwEVWUGZtOyYbgLb+8SloXVc+teneXlfp1HkcRTuAUzsGDGtThFhrQBAZDeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox+L1oKTzxzDHzifP1d8jdI=</latexit>
a
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Figure 3: Two-headed policy network (left), single-headed
policy network (center) and value network (right). Both poli-
cies take an observation (os, ons) consisting of a spatial and
a non-spatial observation. os is processed with one con-
volutional layer, while ons is processed with a fully con-
nected layer. The output of the convolutional layer is sub-
sequently flattened and both vectors are concatenated. The
result is then passed to a network head corresponding to a
set A∗ ∈ {Acard,Aspell,A}. It starts with a fully connected
network. Next, a softmax layer that outputs a probability dis-
tribution over actions in A∗ and a sequence of probability
distributions of spatial actions, one for each a ∈ A∗. Sim-
ilarly to (Vinyals et al. 2017) we mask out invalid actions
and renormalize the distribution. Next, an action a ∈ A∗ is
sampled. Finally, the spatial distribution corresponding to a
is used for sampling a spatial action za.
We model the policy as piθ(·|·) : A × O → [0, 1], where
θ are the parameters of a neural network. For every obser-
vation o and action a, the probability of taking a given o is
given by piθ(a|o). Below we describe the architecture of the
policy network.
Similarly to the Atari-net in (Vinyals et al. 2017) we pro-
cess the spatial observation os with a convolutional net-
work and the non-spatial observation ons with a fully con-
nected network, whereupon we flatten the output of the spa-
tial branch and concatenate both vectors.
Concerning further stages of the architecture, we employ
a two-headed and a single-headed policy network. In the
following we describe a single policy head, which outputs
a ∈ A∗ and a spatial action, where A∗ is one of Acard,
Aspell, A, depending on the architecture and the head con-
sidered.
A head outputs an action a ∈ A∗, and an accompanying
spatial action. A difference between the Atari-net and our
approach is that the output spatial action za := (x, y)a is
conditioned on the selected action a. We do it by outputting
a distribution of spatial actions for each a ∈ A∗, including
invalid actions. Subsequently, we mask out the invalid ac-
tions, sample a valid a and use the spatial action distribution
corresponding to a in order to sample a sample spatial ac-
tion za. Note that we can do that since the total number of
cards and spells in the game is not very large, otherwise it
could be costly to use multiple distributions with the same
approach. Another difference is that we output a single spa-
tial action corresponding to a pair (x, y), i.e. we do not sam-
ple x, y independently as it is done in Atari-net. We found
such approach natural, since products of probability distri-
butions form a smaller class of 2D probability distributions
and, moreover, because y is intrinsically a discrete value.
Here we make use of the fact that the ranges of both x, y are
not large, which guarantees almost no impact on the size or
the stability of the network.
Value Network
The main building blocks of the value network are the same
as the ones of Atari-net in (Vinyals et al. 2017) with the hy-
perparameters adjusted for our problem. Similarly as in the
policy network we feed the spatial observation os into a con-
volutional network and the non-spatial observation ons into
a fully connected network, subsequently we flatten the out-
put of the convolutional net and concatenate both outputs.
Then, we pass the resulting vector to a fully connected layer
which outputs a single real value v, see Figure 3.
Policy Network Update
We train agents using proximal policy optimization (PPO)
introduced in (Schulman et al. 2017), which is the state-of-
the-art deep reinforcement learning algorithm in many do-
mains, including real-time games with large state and action
spaces (OpenAI et al. 2019). In this subsection we briefly
describe it.
Given policy piθ(·|·), PPO update θ via
θk+1 = argmaxθ Es,a∼piθk [L(s, a, θk, θ)], (1)
with
L(s, a, θk, θ) := g
( piθ(a|s)
piθk(a|s)
, Apiθk (s, a), 
)
,
where g(x, y, z) = min
(
xy, clip(x, 1− z, 1+ z)y) and Api
is the advantage function. The right hand side of Equation 1
is estimated using the Monte-Carlo method. In the experi-
ments we handle Api using generalized advantage estimate
estimation (GAE) if the KL-divergence between piθk+1 and
piθk becomes too large.
Value Network Update
PPO is coupled with learning the value network. We
parametrize the value network Vφ with φ and update it by
minimizing the expected squared error between Vφ(st) and
the discounted return Rt =
∑
t′≥t γ
t′−tR(st′ , at′), where t
denotes the timestep. More concretely, the update is as fol-
lows
φk = argminφ Est,Rt∼piθk [(Vφ(st)−Rt)2],
where the right hand side is estimated via the Monte-Carlo
method.
Training Curriculum
In this section we describe the curriculum that we use for
training agents. First, we specify the AI that we use as
benchmarks to test the agents against. Then, we elaborate on
how we sample decks during learning. Finally, we introduce
two training procedures. The first one is based on playing
against the benchmark bots, while the second one is based
on competing against an ensemble of policies (Bansal et al.
2017).
Benchmarking against Existing AI
We use two different AI to benchmark performance of our
agents. The first one is a rule-based AI, which utilizes multi-
ple built-in handcrafted conditions in order to decide which
actions to execute. The second one is a tree-search AI, which
uses a tree search algorithm combined with a handcrafted
value function.
Deck Sampling
A single deck in the match consists of 12 cards and may
contain duplicates, while in total there are 56 cards in the
game. In order to make the agent robust under various decks
we perform deck sampling. Not all choices of decks are rea-
sonable and in order to simplify the selection process we
prepared a pool of over 200 decks chosen in collaboration
with a top player. In the training we uniformly sample one
deck for the agent and one for the opponent.
Note that it would be an interesting problem to learn deck
selection as a part of agent’s task, but we are not aiming to
do it in this work.
Training via Competing against AI
Given the existing AI that lets us perform fast rollouts, the
simplest curriculum is to simply pit an agent against a bot
during training. This has the advantage of quicker progress,
which allowed for faster iterations. The main disadvantage
is the agent fitting its policy against a particular type of op-
ponent, which can result in low versatility.
Training via Self-Play with Ensemble of Policies
The second approach that we take is self-play, which re-
cently became popular in combination with deep reinforce-
ment learning (Silver et al. 2016; 2017a; 2017b; 2018;
Vinyals et al. 2019; OpenAI et al. 2019). However, agents
trained via simple self-play with one agent competing
against older versions of itself tend to find poor strategies
and depending on the complexity of the environment there
are several ways to mitigate the issue (Bansal et al. 2017;
Vinyals et al. 2019). In this paper we follow the strategy
proposed in (Bansal et al. 2017) and train an ensemble of
n policies competing against each other. Every several itera-
tions we first sample two policies (could be the same policy)
and for each policy we select weights of the policy uniformly
from the interval (δv, v), where v is the last iteration number
for the latest available parameters and 0 ≤ δ < 1 is a param-
eter of the algorithm, see (Bansal et al. 2017) for details.
Experiments
We train deep reinforcement learning agents using the ar-
chitectures and the training plans introduced in the previ-
ous sections. Our goal is to demonstrate that these methods
can yield agents playing the game at a competitive level.
Concerning the training plans we demonstrate with exper-
iments that the self-play curriculum yields agents with ver-
satile strategies against different types of opponents. We test
the self-play agents against the existing AI and a top human
player. We also study the game with spells enabled. We point
out that this version of the game is considerably more com-
plex than the restricted counterpart and we examine different
ways of handling the associated actions via the introduced
policies. Before we present the results, we make a remark
on handling no-op actions.
No-Op Actions
In the early stage of experimentation we discovered that
naively triggering the network too often (every 0.2, 0.5 or 1
second), even when no move is available, can result in poor
strategies. This is because usually for the vast majority of
match time no action is available to be played. Similarly as
in (Oh et al. 2019) we mitigate this issue by letting the agent
perform no-op actions only when there is a non-trivial ac-
tion available. The duration of no-op is a hyperparameter of
our learning procedure and in the experiments we employ 4
seconds for card no-op and 4 seconds for spell no-op.
Experiment Details
Scaling We train the agents on 2 Nvidia Titan V GPUs. We
scale training using distributed PPO implementation with 12
parallel processes. Each worker collects multiple trajecto-
ries, and the data is then used to perform a synchronized
update step.
Policy and Value Network We use the policy and the
value network architectures introduced above. The first two
layers of all networks are the same: we use 32 filters of size
(1, 3) and stride (1, 1) in the convolutional layer and 32 units
in the fully connected layer. We use 512 units in the fully
connected layers in the policy head as well as in the last
layer of the value network.
Algorithm Parameters We use PPO algorithm with clip
ratio 0.2, policy network learning rate 0.0003, value net-
work learning rate 0.001. We estimate the value function
with the advantage estimator GAE(γ, λ) with discount fac-
tor γ = 0.99 and parameter λ = 0.97. In each iteration
we collect 60000 samples, which is equivalent of approxi-
mately 3000 matches, and perform several epochs of update
with batches of size 2500. We also employ early stopping
if the approximate mean KL-divergence between the current
and the previous policy becomes greater than 0.01.
Episode and Match Length We noticed that collecting
more samples per iteration helped stabilize the training and
improved exploration. We found value of 60000 to be a good
trade-off between stability and training speed. Matches with-
out spells enabled took on average around 14 steps and with
spells around 25 steps.
Effect of Card No-Op
We compare two agents in the version of the game without
spells - one with no-op disabled and the other with no-op en-
abled. We train them against the rule-based AI and use the
policy in Figure 3 (since spells are disabled, both introduced
policies are equivalent). In Figure 4 we demonstrate the win
rates of both agents over the course of training. They per-
form almost the same - our hypothesis is that this is because
the number of cards in player’s hand is bounded (by 5) and
new cards cannot be drawn as long as there is no free slot
- hence, no-op actions do not give the agent any advantage
and, as we additionally observed during the experiment, the
agent learns to avoid them over time.
Figure 4: Policy without vs with card no-op.
Effect of Conditioning Spatial Actions
We compare our policy network (Figure 3) with an Atari-
net-like policy network. The difference is that the latter sam-
ples spatial actions independently of the selected card action
and, moreover, samples x independently of y. We run exper-
iments without spells and with no-op action disabled against
the existing rule-based AI. In Figure 5 we demonstrate the
win rate of both agents in several hundred initial epochs -
even in such short training time the agent using conditioning
of spatial actions performs better than the other by a margin
of about 10%. Note, however, that in the first phase of train-
ing the performance of both agents is inverted - we think
that this is because the simpler agent discovers basic rules
of casting cards more quickly, while the other agent needs
more time to do so.
Figure 5: Policy conditioned spatial actions vs policy with
spatial actions independent of the card action.
Effect of Self-Play
We present the results of training agents via self-play with
ensemble of policies similarly as in (Bansal et al. 2017). We
run the experiment with n = 3 policies and sampling inter-
val (δv, v) with δ = 0.5, where v is the number of the last
iteration for a given agent. We periodically tested the agents
against the existing AI in order to track agents’ progress
and versatility. We run the experiment without spells. Our
best self-play agent obtained 64.5% against the rule-based
AI and 37.3% against the tree-search AI.
We also tested the agent against a human player, who is
a developer that worked on the game and is within top 95th
percentile of Heroic players. In total 20 matches were played
with random decks from the pool for both players. In such
test our self-play agent achieved 50% win rate.
We additionally tested the self-play agent, the rule-based
AI and the tree-search AI against the same human player in a
series of 10 matches against each of the three. This time the
self-play agent obtained 60% win rate, while the rule-based
AI achieved 20% win rate and the tree-search AI reached
50% win rate.
Effect of Enabling Spells
In this subsection we study the effect of enabling spells in
the game. First we compare the single-headed and the two-
headed policy network (Figure 3), which are two different
ways of handling spells. We use the two-headed policy net-
work with card no-op disabled (see the card no-op exper-
iment) and spell no-op enabled. The single-headed policy
uses a single unified no-op action. In Figure 6 we demon-
strate the win rates of both agents. To our surprise, we ob-
served that even after a large number of iterations the win
rate of the single-headed agent remained better by a mar-
gin of a few percent. Note that there is a change of slope at
a certain point (around the 800-th iteration) of the training
curve of the single-headed agent - we discovered that from
this point on the agent started to use no-ops more often. In
order to evaluate the importance of spell no-op actions, we
ran additional experiments with both card no-op and spell
no-op actions disabled or enabled. The results are indecisive
- on one hand the performance of the agents was very similar
to the performance of the agents in the previous experiment.
On the other hand, as opposed to the experiments without
spells (Figure 4), the frequency with which the agents were
using no-op actions did not drop during training.
Figure 6: Single-headed policy vs two-headed policy.
We think that this the result of the agents not learning to
play no-op actions optimally, while no-op actions do not ap-
pear irrelevant as in the no-spell experiments. We hypothe-
size that this is one of the potential reasons for the gap in
performance between the no-spell and spell agents, which
we present in Figure 7. In the upper part of the figure we
demonstrate the win rate of two agents trained against the
rule-based AI. In the same number of epochs the no-spell
agent obtains around 75% win rate, while the spell agent
reaches around 60%. The difference is even more apparent
when training against the stronger tree-search AI, see the
lower part of Figure 7. There we present the win rate curve
of an agent playing without spells and an agent playing with
spells, additionally pretrained against the rule-based AI. We
applied pretraining for the latter agent, since otherwise the
reward signal is not strong enough to initiate any learning.
Note that the drop in win rate, which happens at the end
pretraining, is a result of stronger performance of the tree-
search AI.
Figure 7: Training without spells vs with spells.
Future Work
Although the presented agents offer a good level of compe-
tition, the strategies they learn lack long-term planning and
the earlier states are not utilized, since they use an MLP pol-
icy. We experimented with providing past information by
stacking previous observations into a tensor with multiple
channels, similarly as in (Silver et al. 2017a). However, we
did not observe any immediate benefit. Still, we think that
endowing the agents with memory could be a major im-
provement. Thus, in future work we would like to run ex-
periments with agents equipped with LSTM based policies.
We also plan to scale the agents further. We would like
to augment the set of available decks in order to make the
policy more robust. We think that the training procedure
should also be scaled, by experimenting with more compet-
ing agents. It would be interesting to adopt a bigger league
of policies together with exploiters or equilibrium strategies
(Vinyals et al. 2019).
Finally, we wish to tackle the performance gap between
spell and no-spell agents. In future work we would like to
employ learning the no-op duration (Vinyals et al. 2019) to-
gether with recurrent policies and extended training, in order
to mitigate this issue.
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